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Looking for an agent can be paralyzing.

It takes hours upon hours of research, googling
countless agents and not coming up with much. 

Scouring IMDBPro to see which agents belong to
which departments...

Then writing and sending all those individual emails...

Only to feel like you’re going NOWHERE - getting few responses, if
any,  wondering if what you sent is what agents really want to
see.

Trust me, I’ve been where you are. Many times.

Hi! I'm Tommy Beardmore

I'm a professional actor with appearences on
Chicago PD, The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel,
Shameless, and over 40 films and TV shows. I
created Agent Genie after spending over a
decade finding out the best way to get repped.
I'm here to share that knowledge with you! Let's
Bookit!

Tommy Beardmore
Founder, Bookit  | Agent Genie
www.Bookitnyc.com
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CONGRATS!

You're ONE Step closer to getting an AMAZING Agent.

B     KIT
Remote One-On-One Actor Coaching.

Anytime. Anywhere.

http://www.bookitnyc.com/


In this guide, I’m going to share with you the THREE
simple things I did that earned me a 66% average open
rate and eventually led to over 30 meetings with potential
commercial and theatrical agents.

Here's the best part: It doesn't matter if you don't have a
meaty resume or reel!  Teeny Student film credits or
HUGE major TV roles... Tons of Theatre experience or
none at all... Union status/Non-union status... You get the
idea.

...these tips you'll read in the next few pages have worked
for hundreds of people when their resume had nothing
but student films, industrial videos, and community
theatre acting credits. 

And it will work for you. Guaranteed! Lets get started!
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Here’s the tracking report from an agent
submission I did recently:
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FIX 1: THE AGENT GENIE GUARANTEE

Agents are notoriously busy people.

They are fielding emails and calls ALL DAY, taking meetings,
pitching actors, and negotiating contracts for their clients. 

Accepting new clients is pretty much dead LAST on their list of
priorities.

But what if I told you that I could 100% guarantee that EVERY
agent you submit to would see your email and instantly
consider you for their roster?

"THat's a pretty hefty guarantee, Tommy..."
 

I know, I know... Keep reading!

Whats the ONE thing that they are 100%
guaranteed to see from you?

It’s not your amazing headshots. Or your witty
cover letter. Or even your nicely formatted resume. 

Your pitch materials get seen if—and only if— 

...they click on your Subject line.

Those 50 pesky characters that separate you from landing that
dream agent who’s going to kickstart your career.



Think about it.

When an agent receives an email, they need to know what
to do with it, whether it’s valuable or something that needs
to be deleted or ignored.

Either way, they NEED to read it and process it before they
go any further.

We're going to use this knowledge to get in the door.

Your Subject line determines whether your email is
opened or ignored.

"MAKES SENSE. So what do I write?"

 

I'm glad you asked. 😉

Let’s think about why agents need actors.

Agents need actors because they need to submit them to
casting breakdowns. If the actor books the job, then the
agent gets paid. 

And usually, these casting notices are extra specific.

They often call for actors in a very narrow age range, a
specific ethnicity, and then a physical look or personality.
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So when agents can’t submit to a role because no one on
their roster fits, they must recruit new actors that fill that
specific type.

That's why agents scan for type first and then consider
your acting experience second. They are filling a spot on
their roster (hopefully you!).

Use that to your advantage.

Don't be like the hordes of actors that put “Seeking
Representation” or “Commercial Submission” in the Subject...

...because you’ve essentially wasted your ONE shot on
something they already knew—that you are an actor in need
of representation. Why else would you be contacting them?

INSTEAD, fill your Subject line with casting specifics,
forcing the agent to think about how you would fit on
their roster—all without opening your email.
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Guess who I'm clicking on??



Let's break it all down step-by-step:

1. Start with your age range. if you can play in your 20’s,
say 20’s. If you’re in your 30’s, say 30’s. Etc..

2. Next, state your ethnicity. In an industry of increased
inclusion, rosters are built upon a diverse set of actors.

3. Next, state something that is unique to you. This
can be acting related or not, as long as it is interesting
and unique. If you were a beauty queen, or a former
athlete, write that. If you were conservatory trained, or an
accomplished musician, throw that in!

EXAMPLES: “Theatre Trained Actor”, “Former College
Football Player”, “Retired Police Officer" 

Here are some great examples:
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Late 20's Asian Improv Trained Union Actress Seeking
Theatrical and Commercial Rep

Chicago Fire Actor (late 30's) Seeking Theatrical Rep 

20’s Mixed Race 3-Time State Gymnastics Champion - Commercial Rep

Seeking Agent Representation! PLEASE SIGN ME.

See what I'm talking about??



4. Lastly, state what kind of representation you
are looking for.

A casting-centric Subject line signals to the agent
that you’re aware of how the whole casting
ecosystem works, and where you fit on their roster
(even if you don’t completely!)

Now you’ve got their attention. Let’s keep going!
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Wow them from the get go. Your first line should be
celebrating your recent acting accomplishments.

Agents prefer results, but also love to see things in
progress. If you’re getting good feedback in class, or
have a headshot session scheduled, mention it.

Date your recent accomplishments.

After you’ve crafted a CLICKABLE Subject line, it’s on to the
body of the email which should be kept short and sweet,
no longer than 4-5 sentences. Don't be desperate.
Agents can smell that from a mile away. 

Here’s a list of important Do’s and Don’ts before we get
to a couple of examples:

THE DO'S:

“Last month, I shot 2 short films...”, “Between 2018-
2019, I booked...”, "I completed all 5 levels at...”.
 

These will help set up a timeline for an agent to follow
and ground your accomplishments.
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FIX 2: HIT 'EM HARD. HIT 'EM FAST. 



Use bold and italics to highlight important
achievements and accomplishments. 

Read your cover letter out loud quickly. If it’s over 20
seconds, it’s too long. Yes, really.

Attach your headshots as inline images instead of
attachments. The less they have to click away from
your email, the better.
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For most in the casting world, the headshot is the key into the
room. Ensure you have a quality headshot so they're more likely
to respond favorably. 



DON'T compare yourself to a celebrity.

DON'T waste time with non-acting personal details.

DON’T express opinions about yourself.

DON'T forget to include your Actors Access and LA
Casting profile links below your name so agents can
easily find your resume and reel. Website, IMDB,
Instagram are good to have as well!  

THE DON'TS:

 

You may be an “Asian Viola Davis” or a “Dermot Mulroney
meets Dylan McDermott”, but no one cares about that.

They're much more interested in your unique self. 

Right now, they don't need to know where you’re from or what
your hobbies are. You'll get a chance to do once you   meet in
person. 😉

It’s great that YOU think you have great emotional range, or
that you’re a hard-working and dedicated actor (aren’t we all?),
but agents respond best to things that you are doing
(classes, recent bookings), as opposed to what you are
thinking. Make sense?
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Google yourself. Ensure you're portrayed in a positive light. Go
through your social media handles and check your posts. Prior to
reaching out, agents get to know you through online research.
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SOME GREAT EXAMPLES:
Hi Brenda!
Last month I was in an independent short film that went to the LA
Film Festival. Given my years of theatre training, I am currently
enrolled in an advanced scene study class at the Howard Fine Studio
where I am receiving great feedback from my instructors. I would
love to continue the momentum by setting up a meeting with you to
see if we might be a good fit commercially. I’ve included my
headshots in the body of the email and my resume link is below.
Thank you!

Joe Smith
(310) 555-0181 
Actors Access Profile
LA Casting Profile

Hello Michael!
Back between 2018-2019, I booked two television co- stars, a
national commercial for Snickers, and a small supporting role in a
comedy feature starring Paul Rodriguez. I am currently in class at
the Elizabeth Mestnik Acting Studio and receiving terrific feedback
from my instructors. Two weeks ago I took new headshots
(attached) and have about 5 different looks already uploaded to
Actors Access and LA Casting. Would love to set up a meeting with
you to see if we might be a good fit. Please feel free to contact me at
(310) 555-0182. 
Thank you!

Jane Doolittle SAG-AFTRA
Actors Access Profile / LA Casting Profile

 

Don't worry if you don't have tons of experience. 
Agents are much more interested in progress!



IMDBPro rating of 1k and above so you know they
are legit.

Working, successful actors on their roster. 

Valid and working DIRECT emails. General

An active Facebook page or Instagram

This last tip is probably the most obvious but also the
most important.

The #1 thing you need to realize about getting
representation is that it's totally a numbers game.

In the past 12 years, I've researched thousands of agents
in every major market. Scouring IMDBPro, Google,
Facebook, and Instagram for as many legit commercial
and theatrical agent emails as I could find. Everything
from beginner boutiques to larger agencies.

Use the following criteria:

 

submission emails get looked at by assistants.
 

(better if they have both).

Make sure you separate commercial agents from
theatrical agents so you can submit to them accordingly.
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FIX 3: THROW A BIG A** NET 



"Hold on, are you saying I have to spend months putting

together my own list of agents?!"

Not if you don't want to! 

If you already have a small handful of agents in mind, then you
probably won't need what I'm about to offer you...

But if you don't already have a list or want to maximize your
efforts –I do have a simpler, more hassle-free solution.

I've actually put together a carefully curated list of 200+
commercial and theatrical agents from LA, NYC, Chicago,
Atlanta, and London HERE (which I've conveniently bundled with
a built-in bulk mailer tool and tracking report so you don't have to
waste time sending emails one by one).

                         We call it... 

 
I came up with the idea when I saw the agent submission
process cause so much stress and yield so few results. 

I wanted to help them quickly and easily submit for
representation (less than 15 minutes from start to finish)–
whether they were just starting out or have tons of credits.
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AGENTGENIE

https://www.bookitnyc.com/agent-genie


No more searching for elusive agent emails.
No more emailing agents one by one.
No more wondering which agents are interested.

Just download, compose, and go. 

You’re done.

You can just sit back and wait for the responses to roll in.

Or go to the gym...
Or spend time with friends...
Or rehearse for an audition...

Literally ANYTHING but sit in front of your computer screen
and waste your time doing something we've already put
together for you.

Click HERE if you're ready to let 
Agent Genie get you repped TODAY

 
Thanks for downloading this guide!

 

Let's Bookit! 

Tommy Beardmore
Founder of Bookit / Creator of Agent Genie
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